Tapestry Segmentation
™

Esri’s Tapestry™ Segmentation system divides U.S. residential areas into 65 distinctive segments based on socioeconomic
and demographic characteristics to provide an accurate, detailed description of U.S. neighborhoods. Tapestry Segmentation
can help you to identify your best markets, find the most profitable consumer types, tailor marketing messages to fit your
audience, and define product and service preferences. Here’s a brief description of a Tapestry segment.

12—Up and Coming Families
Segment Code—12
LifeMode Summary Group—L9 Family Portrait
Segment Name—Up and Coming Families Urbanization Summary Group—U7 Suburban Periphery I

Demographic

Preferences

With an annual household growth rate of 4.56 percent, Up
and Coming Families represents Tapestry Segmentation’s
second highest household growth market. A mix of
Generation Xers and Baby Boomers with a median age
of 31.9 years, this segment is the youngest of Tapestry
Segmentation’s affluent family markets. Residents of these
neighborhoods are young, affluent families with younger
children. Eighty percent of the households are families. Most
of the residents are white; however, diversity is increasing as
the segment grows.

Family and home dictate the products these residents
buy. Many are beginning or expanding their families, so
baby equipment, children’s clothing, and toys are essential
purchases. Because many are first-time homeowners, basic
household furniture and lawn fertilizer, weed control, and
insecticide products are important. Car loans and mortgage
payments are major household budget items. They are most
likely to own or lease an SUV or a minivan. They eat out at
family restaurants, especially on the weekends, and buy fast
food at the drive-through or for takeout.

Socioeconomic

They play softball, take the kids to the zoo, and visit theme
parks (generally Sea World or Disney World) where they
make good use of their digital camera or camcorder. They
rent comedy, family, and action/adventure DVDs. Cable
station favorites include Country Music Channel, ESPN news,
The Learning Channel, and the Disney Channel. They listen
to country, soft rock, and contemporary hit radio.

Beginning their careers, residents of Up and Coming Families
are earning above-average incomes. The median household
income is $76,135, higher than the national median. The
median net worth is $175,142. Nearly two-thirds of the
residents aged 25 years and older have attended college;
more than one in five holds a bachelor’s degree. Labor
force participation is well above average at 71 percent;
unemployment is low. Ninety-one percent of households
earn income from wages and salaries. Although half of the
households have children, they also have working parents.

Residential
In the suburban outskirts of midsized metropolitan areas
with populations higher than 250,000, approximately half of
Up and Coming Families neighborhoods are concentrated
in the South, the other half in the West and Midwest. Most
residents live in new single-family housing; more than half the
housing units were built in the last 10 years. Home ownership
is at 83 percent. The median home value is $175,637.
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